[25 & 26 geo. 5.]    Government of India Act, 1935.    [On, 42.]
<as Federal law otherwise provides, and, as regards property in a A.D. 1938.
•federated State held by virtue of any lease or agreement with that  „
'State, subject to the terms of that lease or agreement.
 11.	The Imperial Library, the Indian Museum, the Imperial
"War Museum, the Victoria Memorial, and any similar institution
controlled or financed by the Federation.
 12.	Federal agencies and institutes for the following purposes,
•that is to say, for research, for professional or technical training,
or for the promotion of special studies.
 13.	The Benares Hindu University and the Aligarh Muslim
'University.
 14.	The Survey of India, the Geological, Botanical and Zoologi-
cal Surveys of India ; Federal meteorological organisations.

 15.	Ancient  and historical  monuments ;  archaeological sites
•and remains.
 16.	Census.
 17.	Admission into, and emigration and expulsion from, India,
including in relation thereto the   regulation of the movements
in India of persons who are not British subjects domiciled in India,
subjects of any Federated State, or British subjects domiciled
in the United Kingdom; pilgrimages to places beyond India.
 18.	Fort quarantine ; seamen's and marine hospitals, and hos-
pitals connected with port quarantine.

 19.	Import and export across customs frontiers as defined  by
the Federal Government.
 20.	Federal railways ; the regulation of all railways other than
minor railways in respect of safety, maximum and minimum rates
<and fares, station and service terminal charges, interchange of
-traffic and the responsibility of railway adimnistrations as carriers
*of goods and passengers; the regulation of minor railways in respect
of safety and the responsibility of the administrations of such rail-
«ways as carriers of goods and passengers.
 21.	Maritime shipping and navigation, including shipping and
-navigation on tidal -waters; Admiralty jurisdiction.
 22.	Major ports, that is to say, the declaration and delimita-
tion of such ports, and the constitution and powers of Port
trities therein.
w

